
Santa Clara, in central Cuba, is best
known as the City of the Heroic Guer-
rilla. Ernesto “Che” Guevara’s remains
rest here, in a moving little memorial
chamber, dwarfed by the stern con-

crete monument above it. This small university
town was the site of a decisive military victory in
the revolution which brought Fidel Castro to
power in 1959, and it still seems to regard him
with warm affection. But Santa Clara is now dis-
tinguished for another reason: it has become the
fruit-and-vegetable capital of the island, and,
arguably, of the whole Caribbean.

Sometimes Che and the local products are part
of the same stir-fry, and that doesn’t always make
for a great mix. “Be more efficient every day. Be
better every day,” the great revolutionary
exhorts all who enter the Tamarindo fruit-tree
nursery from a freshly painted propaganda pillar.
The wicked glint in Che’s eye in his iconic photo-
graphs suggests that he must have been a fun guy
to drink a mojito with; some of his quotations
suggest one would have had more craic with an
earnest Victorian vicar.

Both sides of Che, however, would probably be
delighted with the extraordinary success of
Cuba’s organopónico revolution, in which Santa
Clara has led the way. The word, coined in Cuba,
seems to derive from hydroponics, the art of
growing plants without soil, but is in fact based
on the richest hummus you could imagine. This
remarkable market garden movement has
become a beacon to international advocates of
urban organic agriculture. Even Bill McKibben,
author of the eco-doom bestseller The End of
Nature, has found some ground for optimism

among the flourishing carrots, guavas, avocados
and radishes springing up in former waste lots in
every Cuban city, and town, in almost every
village. And for those who still look for flames in
the embers of a revolution dampened down by
authoritarian dogma, the economic distortions
created by international tourism, and, above all,
by the crippling pressure of the US economic
blockade, the organopónicos offer echoes of the
first fine rapture of the 1960s.

Cuba, beyond the tourist beaches and bars,
often seems a run-down place, where production
is slow and slip-shod, where incentives to work
hard and innovate are lacking, where things sim-
ply do not work and a dull resentment pervades
the atmosphere, despite the charm and
generosity of many individual Cubans. Whether
the resentment is primarily a response against
Castro’s one-party state – Amnesty International
describes restrictions on human rights as “se-
vere” – or against the misery inflicted by the grin-
go blockade, is hard to gauge on a short visit. No
one shares their inner feelings too freely in a soci-
ety which still imprisons people for their
opinions.

A DIFFERENT WORLD, WHERE
EVERYTHING STILL SEEMS POSSIBLE
In any case, to visit Los Mineros organopónico in
Santa Clara is to step into a different and better
world, like shifting step from a dull forced march
to a vibrant salsa.

Orlando Caballero Martínez and his wife María
Luisa Jiménez run the garden, which enjoys the
status of referencia nacional – a model for the
nation – with infectious energy and evident pleas-

ure. Orlando was a soldier in Cuba’s Revolution-
ary Armed Forces, and is proud of it. He enjoys
pointing out that the man now shaking the earth
from a fat bunch of radishes was a colonel in the
same outfit. His wide-open grin and arm-squeez-
ing welcome recall the days when Che’s guerril-
las rode into Santa Clara on horse-back to a gener-
ally rapturous reception, and everything seemed
possible.

A slogan on the improvised water tower
behind Orlando warns that “to do nothing, or to
do less than one is able, is to be counter-revolu-
tionary” (Che, again). The soldier-turned-garden-
er does not fall into that category.

Within two minutes he has us down on our
knees, up close and personal with a mass of earth-
worms, whose seething movements have created
a new kind of revolution. They are the humble
architects of the wealth of vegetables sprouting
in the immaculate raised beds which make up
most of Los Mineros.

Worm-processed compost (lumbriculture) has
been one of the keys to the success of the
organopónicos. The species selected – California
reds is their unlikely common name – turns waste
matter into natural fertiliser extraordinarily well
and extraordinarily fast. The soil in the raised
beds is thus exceptionally rich.

Almost all pest control is also done by organic
means. Orlando uses marigolds as a deterrent.
The Tamarindo fruit nursery uses a dwarf breed
of hen, which pecks away at nuisance insects
with ruthless gusto.

Every organopónico seems to have its own spe-
cial trick, whether using old cosmetics bottles to
protect labels from the elements, or an ingenious
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